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We would do this by...
Reconnecting with the Netzer Olami network, which
currently has very active branches in Australia, Israel,
South Africa, and throughout Europe and Latin America
Making NFTYites aware that this network exists and
sending delegates to their annual Veida (international
policy convention)
Farther in the future, working with Netzer to bring               
back in-person international events open to all                             
.....members

Would provide an opportunity to resume in-person
NAB installations, which would allow regional
leaders to feel a more personal connection to the
teens leading the North American              
...movement

                GOAL #3: To    
      increase participant

awareness of happenings
on a movement-wide level

We would do this by...
Posting what NAB is working
on every month, because right
now NFTYites feel like they
don’t know what NAB is really
doing
Posting recaps of regional
events, especially Kallot and
holiday events, so as to create
.a greater sense of NFTY
......community between
...........relatively decentralized
....................regions

A little about me as
a leader...

I’m excellent at getting things done: meeting
hard deadlines, problem-solving to reach
team goals, and schedules are my forte.
I’m a creative thinker- I can consistently bring
a unique solution or idea to the table.
I love collaborating with others to make the
best idea, experience, or product that we
can! I encourage everyone to share their
thoughts, especially because I’m pretty
outspoken myself.
I am a flexible team member, willing to take
on extra tasks as they come up.

My
passions and skills:

.....................................................The most concrete 

..................................asset I would bring to NAB is that I

.................... love logistical work! If my team dreams up an

.........idea, I want to be the one to figure out how to make it

.........happen.
When planning events, I like to work on timelines and
schedules, as well as writing up programs

I also love visually creative work! Even though I’m not my
region’s CVP, I really enjoy making Instagram posts and
regional merch.

(I made this flyer from scratch- no Canva template needed)

GOAL #1: To become a truly international
movement, to the end of connecting Reform

Jewish youth worldwide

GOAL #2: To empower regional leaders
to bring their best selves forward in

running their regions
We would do this by...

Bringing back Mechina (beginning-of-term
leadership training convention for regional
leaders) to give Regional Boards skills,
confidence, and connections before they
start planning events

Could take place at a URJ camp or hotel, given
that we no longer have Kutz Camp

I’ve been NFTY-TOR’s PVP
for the past two years
I’ve also done lots of
unofficial work in comms:
pre-event emails, Instagram
posts, and individual
outreach
I’ve helped develop The
Collab from the very
beginning (both 1st and
2nd years)

On NAB, I’m running for
Programming VP or
Correspondence VP


